Xi's Moments
Observers Highlight Warmth, Wisdom
in Xi's Unique Diplomatic Strategy—
The observers made the remarks in
reaction to "Major-Country Diplomacy,"
a six-episode political documentary rolled
out by China on its diplomatic principles,
practices and achievements over the past
five years.
China's major-country diplomacy "treats all
countries, big or small, as equals" and
"promotes friendship among peoples as
the bedrock and guarantor of friendship
and cooperation among states," said Keith
Bennett, vice chairman of Britain's 48
Group Club.Speaking highly of China's
major-country diplomacy, the observers
also underlined that the country has been
playing an ever important role on the
global arena in both political and economic
domains.

BRICS aims to uphold the
spirit of partnership that features
openess ,inclusiveness and winwin cooperation,safeguard
common interests and seek
interconnected development.
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Speaking highly of China's
major-country diplomacy, the
observers also underlined
that the country has been
playing an ever important
role on the global arena in
both political and economic
domains.”Xi has come to
power with not only the
economic tools to help
expandmodernization,
but also a modern
compass, allowing
countries to work to
gether to find
compromise and
consensus.”

Alex’s Visit to Europe
Alex visited BLG
logistics in Germany
and RIF in U.K. By
exchanging business
ideas with local
partners, it brings
mutual support and
improves friendship
between ECU family
members during this
visit.

“As the member in the committee of HCL, my role will promote of
the Asia members for our partners in HCL organization hope that
our Asia members to have more business from the other side of
the world.”

Harvest
Moon
Obsession
For the Chinese, the
moon is symbolized as
being holy, pure, and noble.
Over tens of thousands of
poems describing the moon
have been recorded.
The moon's round shape
also corresponds to the
cyclic concepts of Taoism,
like the eight diagrams.That's
why Chinese people are
fixated on the moon and
view roundshapes
as representing perfection.

3 Things You Might
Not Know About
Chinese Moon-Day

Celebration Activities
Chinese people celebrate the
Mid-Autumn festival with
many traditional and
meaningful activities, such as
eating dinner with family,
hanging lanterns, guessing
lantern riddles, and
worshipping the moon. Some
regions like Hong Kong will
hold dragon and lion dances,
which draw many participants
and spectators.

Mid-Autumn Legends
—Chang’e Flies
to the Moon
Long ago there was a
beautiful lady, Chang'e,
whose husband was a
brave archer, Hou Yi. But
one day she drank a bottle
of elixir that made her
immortal, to honor her
husband's instructions to
keep it safe. Then she was
separated from her
beloved husband, floating
up into the sky, and finally
landing on the moon,
where she lives to this day.

Week-long Holiday & Peak Season
Historically, the freight shipping industry starts hitting peak season in September,
kicks into high gear in October and winds down during the first week of November.
Most of peak season is a result of holiday inventory demand, however some
industries simply have high freight needs during the fall.
Some of our Premiere colleagues will come to work in office during holiday .
“ Quality customer service is always our priority. We need to let customers aware that special care is
taken of to their cargo during holiday. And it is OUR RESPONSIBILITY to ensure every shipment goes
smoothly in daily work also in holidays,” one colleague said.
To welcome the upcoming combined holiday of National Day and Mid-Autumn Festival, the
following offices will be closed during holiday:

Mainland China: 1 to 8 Oct (30 Sep will be adjusted to work)
Taiwan: 4 Oct & 7 to 10 Oct (30 Sep will be adjusted to work)
Hong Kong: 2 Oct & 5 Oct
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